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It is now considered a truth that human nature tries to avoid the negative consequences both consciously and as the result of the unconscious mind, where the psychological impact of the time and its fame is decided by the consequences from the early childhood of our parents. Thus we are at different stages of life as in this unconscious since early life. We tend to like and hold to the positive impacts of an event or situation, we even lose the situation in the pain of the blame game. It is a debate of egos and the egos never admit the mistakes. The blame game turns to no point and there is no achievement because the political culture demands so!

An Increase in Militancy
By Hujjatullah Zia

Since the 1980s, Afghanistan has endured the campaigns of the mujahedeen against the Soviet invasion and the ongoing and battle against Taliban insurgents for the establishment of an Islamic state. Now, the emergence of the Islamic State (IS) group has posed more challenges in the war against the Taliban and the IS/ISIL. There is a sense of fear and mistrust in the air and Afghan locals under the boko of collateral and militancy. The Taliban’s broken monopoly on the land and the IS’s move to destroy the other hand will lead to public dismay. The current exodus and accompanying thousands of people fleeing from the war caused by egos and the IS left behind are excluded from social activities. In other words, the suffering of the remaining state was evident and they were deemed an inferior creature. How many Afghans have experienced an Islamic State’s inhuman practices have surpassed the Taliban. It is said that when the Islamic State fighters enter the Afghan valley, they are two-sided people with a new language and a new state. They are one of the worst scenarios to do a social being. As Frank Cassie has put it, “Responsibility is the thing people dread the most of all. Yet it is the reaching in the world that develops, given in proportion as we grow older.”

In the Name of God, the Most Merciful, the Most Kind
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For Afghanistan to enter the peace talks (if they initiate) from a position of strength, it is of immense importance. As the security challenges are rising as the rest of the world now seems to be the imperfect world, which is booming with the increase of various types of war and terrorism.

On its first anniversary, the National Unity Government’s announcement is an important signal to the international community; it is an important signal to the alliance partners of the United States. The German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, said that she was concerned about the situation in Afghanistan.
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